Abstract. Using methods introduced by Scargle we derive a cumulative version of the Lomb periodogram that exhibits frequency independent statistics when applied to cumulative noise. We show how this cumulative Lomb periodogram allows us to estimate the significance of log-periodic signatures in the S&P 500 anti-bubble that started in August 2000.
Introduction
In the last years there has been a heated discussion about the presence of log-periodic signatures in financial data [Fei01b] , [SJ01] , [Fei01a] . One tool to detect these signatures has been the Lomb periodogram introduced by Lomb [Lom76] and improved by Scargle in [Sca82] . An important property of Scargle's periodogram is that the individual Lomb powers of independently normal distributed noise follow approximately an exponential distribution.
Unfortunately this property is lost, when one calculates Scargle's periodogram for cumulative noise, where the differences between two observations are independently normal distributed. In this Brownian-Motion case, the expected Lomb powers are much greater for small frequencies than for large ones. Therefore the significance of large Lomb powers at small frequencies is difficult to estimate. Huang, Saleur, Sornette and Zhou tackle this problem and several related ones with extensive Monte Carlo simulations in [HJL + 00] and [ZS02] . Here we present an analytic approach.
In the first part of this paper we introduce a small correction to Scargle's Lomb periodogram, to make the distribution of Lomb powers exactly exponential for independently normal distributed noise.
In the second part we use the same methods to derive a normalisation of the Lomb periodogram that assures an frequency independent exponential distribution of Lomb powers for cumulative noise.
In the last section we apply these new methods to estimate the significance of log-periodic signatures in so called S&P 500-anti-bubble after the crash of 2000. We show how our methods greatly simplify the whole analysis and derive that there is about a 6% chance that a signature like the one detected by Sornette and Zhou in [SZ02] arises by chance if one only considers frequencies smaller than 10.0. If one searches all frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency peaks of this hight become much more common.
Furthermore we detect equally significant peaks at harmonics of the fundamental frequency of Sornette and Zhou. This complements evidence for a more sophisticated modelling of the S&P 500 anti-bubble by Sornette and Zhou in [ZS03] .
We would like to thank Volker Moeller for hosting our database of financial data and donating cpu-time for the Monte Carlo simulations that lead to this paper.
Independent Noise
Consider the classical periodogram
This is a generalization of the Fourier transform to the case of unevenly spaced measurements. Unfortunately this classical form has difficult statistical behavior for uneven spacing. Also he claims that for normally distributed random variables with unit variance their sum of squares is exponentially distributed. Therefore he proposes to look at
Strictly speaking this is only correct, when S(ω) and C(ω) are independent. This is approximately true, when the observation times t j are "not to badly bunched". In other cases whole variance/covariance matrix
cos ωt j sin ωt j has to be considered.
Then the values of a quadratic form
are exponentially distributed if
In our case we have
This means the natural form of the periodogram is
which reduces to Scargle's case for C and S independent (σ cs = 0), and to the classical case for even spacing (σ c = σ s ). This P (ω) is always exponentially distributed. As Scargle we also replace t j by t j − τ with
j=1 cos 2ωt j in all formulas, to make the diagram time-translation invariant.
Cumulative Noise
Assume now, that the differences Y j = (X j − X j−1 ) are independently normal distributed with zero mean and variance σ 2 0 . Then the distribution of powers in Scargle's periodogram depends on the angular frequency ω = 2πf . See figure 1 for the result of a Monte Carlo simulation of this case. In small frequencies much higher Lomb powers can occur by chance, then in high frequencies. This reflects the well known fact that the expected value at frequency f of the evenly spaced Fourier transform of a brownian motion is proportional to 1/f 2 . Our idea is now to normalize the periodogram by adjusting Scargle's methods to this case.
First notice that
in this situation. From this we obtain
cos ωt j and a similar formula for S(ω). Notice that C(ω) and S(ω) are still normally distributed with With these values
is again exponentially distributed:
In particular the distribution is now independent of ω as exemplified by figure 2 which shows the cumulative Lomb periodogram for a Monte Carlo simulation as above.
Notice that is essential to consider the correlation between C(ω) and S(ω) in this case. Figure 3 shows the cumulative Lomb periodograms for 1000 random walks of length 500 in logarithmic time without the correlation term above. Notice how this introduces spurious peaks at several frequencies.
Again we replace t j by t j − τ with
Application to log-periodicity in financial data
Recently Sornette and Zhou have suggested that there is a log periodic signature in the S&P 500 index after the bursting of the new economy bubble [SZ02] . Among other methods they use Scargle's periodogram witht j = log(t j − t c ) and X j the logarithm of the index price j days after the critical date t c . To account for a nonlinear trend of the form A + B(t j − t c ) α they first detrend the index values. For this they use a value of A obtained from a nonlinear fit of
to the logarithm of the index price and then determine B and α for different choices of t c by a linear regression. We eliminate the dependence to the nonlinear fitting procedure by using a slightly different method: Fixing a critical date t c we optimise A for the best correlation between logarithmic timet j and log(X j − A). Figure 4 shows the highest Lomb powers obtained by this method for 2-year intervals starting from August 1st to September 5th, 2000. The highest peak in our dataset is observed for the critical date August 22th, 2000. This is in reasonable agreement with the critical date found by Sornette and Zhou (August 9th, 2000) .
To estimate the significance of this peak we calculated the 203 Lomb periodograms of 2-year intervals starting at the 22nd of each month from Jannuary 1984 to November 2000. Figure 5 shows a comparison of these periodograms with the one from August 22nd, 2002. Notice that the distribution of Lomb-powers depends strongly on the frequency. For small frequencies high Lomb powers are much more probable than at high frequencies. The absence of large powers for very small frequencies is due to the detrending procedure. These facts have also been observed by [HJL + 00] in a somewhat different setting.
Notice also that the peak at f ≈ 1.6 is nevertheless quite large, in fact it is the largest one observed at this frequency. But how probable is it that we have a peak of this relative hight for any of the tested frequencies? The SnP500 data set is not large enough, to estimate this probability accurately, but a count shows that there are 39 datasets that have at least one frequency with a peak that is higher than any of the other at the same frequency. This gives a naive estimate of 39/202 ≈ 19, 3%.
The cumulative Lomb periodogram proposed above improves and greatly simplifies this analysis. Figure 6 shows the cumulative Lomb periodograms of the S&P 500 anti-bubble together with the cumulative Lomb periodograms of all other datasets. A detrending of the data as above was not necessary. Notice that there are now several peaks of comparable size at frequencies 1.7, 3.4, 7.4 and 8.4. The fact that these lie close to the harmonics of 1.7 compares well to the results of [ZS03] .
We have included the theoretical 99.9%, 99% and 95%-quantiles for each frequency derived above together with the 95%-quantiles of the actual S&P 500 data. Notice the excellent agreement for frequencies greater than 1.
Since the hight of the peaks is now largely independent from the frequency, we can estimate the global significance of the peak at 1.7 with cumulative Lomb power 5.61 by counting the number of cumulative Lomb-periodograms with at least one peak of higher power. We find 12 of those which implies a significance of approximately 12/203 ≈ 5.9%. In figure 7 we compare the global significance of peaks in cumulative Lomb periodograms of the S&P 500 with those obtained from a Monto Carlo simulation of brownian motion. There is a reasonable agreement for significances smaller than 0.1.
Notice that this result depends strongly on the number of frequencies considered. If we consider all frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency for the average sampling interval
a peak of hight 5.61 as above is found in 27.6% of the periodograms (estimated again by a Monte Carlo simulation of 1000 random walks with 500 steps each). So it seems that one needs some a priori reason for considering only small frequencies, to justify the claim of a significant log-periodic signature in this case.
Conclusion
We have indrocuced a new version of the Lomb periodigram that exhibits good statistical properties when applied to cumulative noise. With this we were able to detect the log-periodic signature in the S&P 500 anti-bubble with better significance than with the ususal periodigram, even without a detrending procedure. More importantly this method allows us to estimate the significance of the found log periodic signature which is a reasonable 5.9% if we only consider fequencies smaller than 10.0, and a disappointing 27.6% if one considers all frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency for the average sampling interval. We also detect cumulative lomp peaks of similar significance at harmonics of the fundamental frequency 1.7. Each of the random walks has 500 steps which are assumed to occur at times log(1) . . . log(500). σ 0 was estimated for each dataset. The ommission of the correction terms introduces spurious peaks at several frequencies. 
